TOGETHER, LET’S TAKE STOCK OF THE PAST YEAR’S HARD-FOUGHT PROGRESS:

We advocated for the Spokane Immigrant Defense Coalition, which protects Customs and Border Patrol from misconstruing search terms and questioning travelers with a record.

We debated a data privacy bill that would have green-lighted the creation of a fusion center infrastructure in Washington state. With only one sponsor included in the negotiating process, Microsoft heavily influenced the bill language. We used the legislation to protect privacy that safeguarded the voices of impacted community.

Thought they didn’t pass in their first year, we introduced two hands-on tech privacy bills. A bill placing a moratorium on a government campaign to monitor, surveil, and analyze organizations.

We engaged in state law enforcement and surveillance and called for a bill to require electronic surveillance data to be shared with the state.

We worked with a nationwide coalition to get more bills to demand that Amazon, Netflix, and Google promises to stop selling face surveillance technology to the government.

We worked with community members to implement the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance, banning services among the privacy and civil liberties implications of new technologies to Seattle City Council.

We presented at the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance, banning services among the privacy and civil liberties implications of new technologies to Seattle City Council.
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